
 

 
 
 
 
 

Company Profile 
 
Preamble 
 

Plastochem FZC is a rapidly growing manufacturing and distribution company in the Middle East, Africa & Asia Pacific. 

We have the team, the culture, and the opportunities to continue addressing society’s growing needs with high-quality 

products and innovative solutions. 

We are specialized in all kinds of construction Chemicals, Raw minerals, Plastic raw materials, Packing & Packaging 

Products etc.. Our values define the character of our company, they express who we are, how we behave, and what 

we believe in just as much as the products and services that bear the firm Plastochem FZC. We are constantly 

evolving in order to become more flexible in our operations, more creative in our commercial offerings, more 

sustainable in our use of resources, more innovative in conducting our global business, and more efficient in our capital 

allocation. 

Notwithstanding the global slow down and surpassing all odds, Plastochem FZC made a quantum leap by diversifying 

its business into various segment of speciality and commodity chemicals and raw minerals & material. We have a 

geographically diversified portfolio of assets in well-balanced sustainable and profitable growth markets, focused on 

our core business which includes construction Chemicals manufacture, Paint Industries, Swimming Pool Industries, 

Petrochemical, Cosmetic Industry, Detergent Industry, Agriculture, Animal feed Industry, airlines Etc… Some of our 

products includes... 

HPMC /MHPC  Talc Powder Silica Flour 

Quartz Sand Silica Sand Tiles Adhesives -– Toll Manufacturing 

Lime Stone Garnet Calcium Carbonate 

Spray Plaster – Toll Manufacturing  PP Strap Stretch Film Rolls   

Dune Sand Calcium Carbonate PP & LPPE Bags 

Rush Coat -– Toll Manufacturing Masonry Mortar  Cartons 

Gabro Dolomite Pet Straps 

Road Base Aggregates Marble Chips Jumbo Bags …etc 

 

Our Objective 
 
Our primary objective is to ensure that the customers receive their material to their needs on time. Quite often our Quality 
Assurance personnel reach out to the customers to understand their needs and thus being able to serve better. Having own 
fleet help to deliver the customers in time. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Standards 
 
Our products meet and conform to international standards and specifications for quality. 
 
Quality Assurance 
 
To adhere to the stringent quality norms of our prime customers, Plastochem also has adopted stringent quality standards. 
 
Our Value 
 
We create value through a forward-looking growth strategy. Our vertically integrated portfolio tailored materials to each 
market’s needs—provides us with the opportunity to manage our assets as one integrated business rather than as 
distinct businesses, further improving our operational efficiency and profitability. Sustainable development is embedded 
in our core business strategy and our day-to-day operations in order to develop building solutions to meet the needs of 
a world with limited resources. We seek to build a smarter world through innovation and collaboration. 
 
 
Contact Details 
 
Plastochem  
Ajman Free Zone,  
P.O.Box: 932 
Ajman 
United Arab Emirates.  
Tel: 06-7317071  
Fax: 06-7317071 
Mob: +971-52-9934411 
Email: asif@plastochemfzc.com  
Website: www.plastochemfzc.com  


